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Using a linear combination of atomic orbitals approach, we report a systematic comparison of various
density functional theory �DFT� and hybrid exchange-correlation functionals for the prediction of the electronic
and structural properties of prototypical ferroelectric oxides. It is found that none of the available functionals
is able to provide, at the same time, accurate electronic and structural properties of the cubic and tetragonal
phases of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. Some, although not all, usual DFT functionals predict the structure with
acceptable accuracy, but always underestimate the electronic band gaps. Conversely, common hybrid function-
als yield an improved description of the band gaps, but overestimate the volume and atomic distortions
associated with ferroelectricity, giving rise to an unacceptably large c /a ratio for the tetragonal phases of both
compounds. This supertetragonality is found to be induced mainly by the exchange energy corresponding to
the generalized gradient approximation �GGA� and, to a lesser extent, by the exact exchange term of the hybrid
functional. We thus propose an alternative functional that mixes exact exchange with the recently proposed
GGA of Wu and Cohen �Phys. Rev. B 73, 235116 �2006�� which, for solids, improves over the treatment of
exchange of the most usual GGA’s. The new functional renders an accurate description of both the structural
and electronic properties of typical ferroelectric oxides.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric �FE� oxides constitute an important class of
multifunctional compounds, attractive for various technical
applications in fields such as electronics, electromechanical
energy conversion, nonlinear optics, or nonvolatile data
storage.1,2 Since the early 1990s, these compounds were the
subject of numerous first-principles studies based on density
functional theory �DFT�, most of which were performed
within the usual local density approximation �LDA� and,
to a lesser extent, the generalized gradient approximation
�GGA�.3,4 Although many successes have been achieved, the
typical inaccuracies of these popular approximations impose
considerable limitations.

The LDA is well known to underestimate the lattice con-
stants. While the typical underestimation of only 1% or 2%
of the experimental value is in many contexts regarded as
acceptable, it reveals itself quite problematic in the study of
FE oxides whose structural instabilities are extremely sensi-
tive to volume changes and, usually, suppressed significantly
for the LDA equilibrium lattice constants.3 In some cases,
calculations are performed at the experimental volume to ob-
viate this problem. However, such a method is not fully con-
sistent and is unfeasible when experimental data are unavail-
able. Also, in the study of epitaxial multilayers in which
different materials alternate, because the LDA errors pertain-
ing to the lattice constants of the different compounds may
be slightly different, it is impossible to impose a correct ep-
itaxial strain simultaneously to all the layers.5,6

In most cases, the GGA constitutes a significant improve-
ment over the LDA, although it has a tendency to overcorrect
the LDA error for the equilibrium volume, thus leading to

overestimations. In the case of ferroelectrics, however, the
well known GGA functional of Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof7 �GGA-PBE� performs significantly worse than
the LDA, yielding a wrong supertetragonal structure in
BaTiO3 and PbTiO3.8 It was only very recently that Wu and
Cohen9 proposed a modified GGA functional �GGA-WC�
that is accurate for BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 and thus opens the
door to a straightforward and reliable description of the
structural properties of FE oxides. The so-called weighted
density approximation10 has also been shown to constitute an
improvement over the LDA.8,11 However, since this ap-
proach is not available in the most widely used DFT codes, it
has been applied only marginally.

It is also well known that the LDA and GGA usually lead
to a significant underestimation of the band gaps of the
Kohn–Sham electronic band structure �often by as much as a
50%�.12 This does not a priori constitute an intrinsic failure:
Kohn–Sham particles are fictitious independent particles re-
sulting from a mathematical construction, with no other for-
mal link to the real interacting electrons of the system than
the requirement to reproduce the same total density and no
guarantee to exhibit the same energy spectrum. However,
although “exact” Kohn–Sham DFT should internally correct
for the so-called band-gap problem in order to provide accu-
rate ground-state properties, that is not necessarily the case
for approximate functionals. For example, the optical dielec-
tric constant of insulators is usually badly reproduced within
the LDA and GGA due to the absence of ultranonlocal de-
pendence of the exchange-correlation kernel.13,14 The band-
gap problem becomes even more critical in, for example, the
emerging field of magnetic ferroelectrics, where the LDA
and GGA often render erroneous predictions of metallicity
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for systems that are actually FE insulators,15–17 thus preclud-
ing further investigations. Also, pathological situations may
occur in the study of metal/FE interfaces: Because of the
band-gap underestimation, the LDA often predicts the Fermi
level of the metal to be erroneously aligned with the conduc-
tion bands of the FE, instead of being located within the gap.
As a consequence, the LDA renders an unrealistic charge
transfer from the metal to the FE, which in turn results in
incorrect predictions for the properties of the interface or FE
thin film under study. In view of all these failures, there is
clearly a need for improved alternative functionals.

The so-called “hybrid” functionals18 that combine
Hartree–Fock �HF� and DFT, such as B3PW,19 B3LYP,20 and
B1,21,22 are very popular in quantum chemistry as they have
been shown to provide accurate description of the atomiza-
tion energies, bond lengths, and vibrational frequencies, to-
gether with good energy spectra for most molecules.23–29 In
the past decade, these hybrid functionals have been also in-
creasingly applied to solids.30–38 As it was, for instance, il-
lustrated on Si, B3LYP constitutes an interesting alternative
to LDA and GGA, as it provides excitation energies in much
better agreement with the experiment.32 Further, B3LYP has
also been shown to significantly improve over the LDA re-
sults for magnetic oxides.33,39–42 Such hybrid functionals
have been recently applied to ferroelectrics and, indeed, they
provide a much better description of the electronic band
gaps.43 However, a more exhaustive analysis that includes
investigation of the structural and FE properties is still miss-
ing.

In this paper, we consider two prototypical ferroelectrics,
barium titanate �BaTiO3� and lead titanate �PbTiO3�, and
show that, although B3LYP and B1 give an acceptable de-
scription of the electronic properties, they fail to reproduce
the correct tetragonal polar phase of these two compounds
due to the supertetragonality introduced by the GGA ex-
change part and, to a lesser extent, the exact exchange con-
tribution. Then, we resort to the GGA recently introduced by
Wu and Cohen, which is known to be accurate for the struc-
tural properties of ferroelectrics, and construct an alternative
hybrid functional �B1-WC� that, while remaining accurate
for the structural properties, is also accurate in the prediction
of the band gap and electronic structure. This functional
opens the door to an improved theoretical description of both
the electronic and structural properties of this important class
of materials, as required in the especially challenging cases
mentioned above.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
briefly introduce the concept of hybrid functional. In Sec. III,
we describe the technical details of our calculations. In Sec.
IV, we report the results obtained using the available func-
tionals �LDA, GGA, B3LYP, B1, and HF�, for the different
phases of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 and show that none of them
gives simultaneously good structural and electronic proper-
ties. In the second part of the paper, we construct a different
B1-WC hybrid functional by mixing the exact exchange with
the GGA-WC functional. This functional is shown to provide
an accurate description of both the electronic and structural
properties of the ferroelectrics considered.

II. HYBRID FUNCTIONALS

DFT is a priori an exact theory but relies, within the
Kohn–Sham formalism, on a universal exchange-correlation
energy functional EXC, whose explicit form is unknown and
that must be approximated. In the search of accurate
exchange-correlation Kohn–Sham functionals, an additional
difficulty arises from the fact that EXC, obtained from the
integration of the exchange-correlation hole, is not equal to
the exchange-correlation energy of the many-electron inter-
acting system. The difference originates in the transfer of
part of the many-body kinetic energy TXC to the exchange-
correlation term within the Kohn–Sham formalism. This ad-
ditional kinetic contribution makes EXC even more complex
to estimate that it could be a priori expected.

An exact relationship is, however, satisfied by EXC, known
as the adiabatic connection formula �or coupling-strength
integration formula�.44 Let us consider the following family
of Hamiltonians with different electron-electron interactions
governed by a single parameter � varying from 0 �noninter-
acting limit� to 1 �fully interacting limit�,

Hel��� = T̂e + �Ûee + v�, �1�

where T̂e is the kinetic energy operator, Ûee is the electron-
electron potential energy operator, and v� is defined in such a
way that all these Hamiltonians produce the same ground-
state density n. For �=1, we have the fully interacting sys-
tem with v�=1=vext, the external potential, while for �=0, we
have the noninteracting system with v�=0=vKS, the Kohn–
Sham potential associated with the density n. It can be shown
that the Kohn–Sham exchange-correlation energy corre-
sponds to the average of the exchange-correlation potential
energy for � ranging from 0 to 1, the integration over �
generating the kinetic part of EXC, which is known as the
adiabatic connection formula,44,45

EXC = �
0

1

d�EXC,�. �2�

Here, EXC,� is the potential energy of exchange-correlation at
intermediate coupling strength �,

EXC,� = ����Ûee���� − EH, �3�

where EH is the classical electrostatic Hartree energy and ��

are the ground-state wave functions at the coupling strength
�.

This result is illustrated in Fig. 1. At �=0, from Eq. �3�,
EXC,�=0=EX, where EX= ��0�Ûee��0�−EH is the exact ex-
change energy of the system defined as within the Hartree–
Fock method but on the basis of the Kohn–Sham wave func-
tions �0. At �=1, EXC,�=1 in Eq. �3� corresponds to the many-
body potential energy of exchange-correlation of the fully
interacting system. The Kohn–Sham exchange-correlation
energy EXC is provided by Eq. �2� and corresponds to the
light gray area in Fig. 1. It differs from the many-body
exchange-correlation energy of the fully interacting system
by TXC �dark gray area in Fig. 1�, corresponding to the trans-
fer of many-body kinetic energy along the path of integration
over � between 0 and 1.
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From Fig. 1, it appears that EXC could be obtained from
mixing of exact exchange energy �EX=EXC,�=0� and many-
body �EXC,�=1� exchange-correlation potential energy �end-
points of the integration path over ��. The exact value of this
mixing is, however, unknown and depends on the shape of
the curve describing the evolution of EXC,� with �. If the
evolution was perfectly linear, we would simply get the ex-
act result,

EXC =
1

2
�EX + EXC,�=1� . �4�

The simple half-and-half hybrid functional proposed by
Becke is based on Eq. �4� and it is defined as18,46

EXC
hyb =

1

2
�EX + EXC,�=1

LDA � . �5�

More sophisticated mixing schemes were further proposed to
better capture the evolution of EXC,� with �.

B3PW and B3LYP are based on the following mixing
scheme:

EXC
B3LYP = EX

LDA + A�EX − EX
LDA� + �1 − A�B�EX

GGA − EX
LDA�

+ EC
LDA + C�EC

GGA − EC
LDA� , �6�

where A=0.2, B=0.9, and C=0.81 are the three Becke’s
mixing parameters which were determined by fitting experi-
mental data on molecules,19 EX

LDA and EC
LDA are the exchange

and correlation energies within LDA, and EX
GGA and EC

GGA are
the exchange and correlation energies within the GGA func-
tional. The B3PW functional includes Becke’s GGA
exchange47 and the GGA correlation of Perdew and Wang,48

whereas B3LYP functional includes Becke’s GGA
exchange47 and the GGA correlation of Lee, Yang, and Parr49

for EX
GGA and EC

GGA, respectively.
The more recent B1 hybrid functional sets B=1 and C

=1, simplifying the mixing procedure to the only exact ex-
change mixing parameter A,20,21

EXC
B1 = EXC

GGA + A�EX − EX
GGA� . �7�

Fitting the experimental data, Becke determined the values
of 0.16 and 0.28 for the A parameter depending on the choice
of the GGA functional used in EX

GGA and EC
GGA.20 Perdew,

Ernzerhof, and Burke provided a qualitative physical justifi-
cation for the B1 functional and for the empirical value of A
parameter.50 They showed that A	0.25 is to be expected for
the atomization energies of most molecules, while a larger
values may be more appropriate for total energies of atoms
and molecules, and smaller values for atomization energies
of molecules with nearly degenerate ground states of the un-
perturbed �=0 problem.

III. TECHNICAL DETAILS

Our calculations have been performed using the linear
combination of atomic orbitals method, as implemented in
the CRYSTAL code.20 Results have been obtained using �i�
DFT at the LDA and GGA levels, �ii� hybrid functionals
B3LYP and B1, and �iii� the Hartree–Fock method. For the
LDA calculations, we used the Dirac–Slater exchange51 and
the Vosko–Wilk–Nusair correlation52 functionals. For the
GGA calculations, we considered the exchange and correla-
tion functionals of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
�GGA-PBE�7 as well as that of Wu and Cohen �GGA-WC�.9
As for the hybrids, we considered the conventional B3LYP
functional and a B1 functional with A=0.16 using Becke’s
GGA exchange and Perdew–Wang GGA correlation
functionals.21 A different B1-WC functional that we intro-
duce in Sec. V B makes use of the Wu–Cohen GGA
exchange-correlation functional and A=0.16.

FIG. 1. Kohn–Sham exchange-correlation energy EXC �light
gray area� is obtained as the potential energy of exchange-
correlation of the truly interacting system EXC,�=1 modified by a
positive quantity of the transfered kinetic energy TXC �dark gray
area� all along the path of integration of the coupling constant �.

(b)

(a)

FIG. 2. �a� Cubic perovskite unit cell and �b� the corresponding
Brillouin zone for BaTiO3.
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We should note here that our calculations for the various
exchange-correlation functionals differ only in the exchange-
correlation functional used; that is, all the remaining param-
eters and approximations, including the pseudopotentials, are
common to all our calculations. It should be noted here that
keeping always the same pseudopotentials, irrespective of
the exchange-correlation functional, seems to be the domi-
nant way to proceed in the community traditionally working
with HF and hybrid functionals. The pseudopotentials em-
ployed are generated from HF calculations, and it can be
argued43 that they constitute a reasonable choice. On the
other hand, the DFT community working on ferroelectrics
has always favored an alternative approach that involves the
generation of the corresponding pseudopotentials for each
exchange-correlation functional. Being aware of these two
possibilities, in this work, we have performed all our calcu-
lations following two approaches: �i� we used HF pseudopo-
tentials for Ba, Pb, and Ti atoms, considering explicitly all
the electrons of oxygen, and �ii� we have also performed
calculations in which Ti, together with O, is treated at the
all-electron level. Since, the Ti and O atoms play a key role
as far as the FE properties are concerned, such an approach
allows us to quantify the magnitude of the error that might be
caused by the use of the common HF pseudopotentials. In-

terestingly, we will see that such a pseudopotential approxi-
mation is reasonable except in the case of the Wu–Cohen
GGA functional. The HF pseudopotentials and the localized
Gaussian-type basis sets used here are those from Ref. 43.
The basis sets include polarization d orbitals for O ions and
were optimized for both BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. For the calcu-
lations of the cubic phases of other perovskite compounds
which we have considered, the HF pseudopotentials and ba-
sis sets are as follow: Sr �from Ref. 43�, Ca �from Ref. 53�,
Zr �all electron from Ref. 54�, K �all electron from Ref. 55�,
and Ta �from Ref. 56�.

Other technical details are as follows. Brillouin zone in-
tegrations were performed using a 6�6�6 mesh of k
points, and the self-consistent-field calculations were consid-
ered to be converged when the energy changes between in-
teractions were smaller than 10−8 hartree. An extralarge pre-
defined pruned grid consisting of 75 radial points and 974
angular points was used for the numerical integration of
charge density. For the cubic phases, we optimized the lattice
constants, whereas for the tetragonal phases, we performed,
except where otherwise indicated, full optimizations of the
lattice constants and atomic positions. The optimization con-
vergence of 3�10−5 hartree /bohr in the root-mean-square
values of forces and 1.2�10−4 bohr in the root-mean-square
values of atomic displacements was simultaneously achieved
for both atomic position and lattice constant optimizations.
The level of accuracy in evaluating the Coulomb and ex-
change series is controlled by five parameters.20 The values
used in our calculations are 7, 7, 7, 7, and 14. For computing
the spontaneous polarization, a denser mesh of 10�10�10
k points was used. Also, for phonon frequency calculations,
we have used the finite atomic displacements of 0.0005 Å
for numerical evaluations of the energy derivatives and the
energy convergence was increased to 10−12 hartree.

The quasiparticle band structure in Sec. IV A was calcu-
lated within the GW approximation57 as implemented in the
ABINIT code.58 The LDA eigenvalues were obtained using
separable, extended norm-conserving pseudopotentials59 and
used as zero-order input in a perturbative fashion.60 The
LDA calculation was performed for a 4�4�4 k-point mesh
inside the Brillouin zone with a cutoff energy of 50 hartree.
The dielectric matrix �G,G�

−1 �q� was computed within the ran-
dom phase approximation �RPA� for 461 G vectors including
200 bands �20 occupied and 180 unoccupied� in the summa-
tions. The dynamic dependence of �−1 was approximated us-
ing a plasmon-pole model61 fitted to the actual calculated
values of �−1 at two imaginary frequencies. The self-energy
� was obtained by summing over 19 special k points in the
irreducible Brillouin zone, and over 400 bands �20 occupied
and 380 unoccupied�. This procedure was repeated itera-
tively by correcting the unoccupied eigenvalues with a scis-
sor operator, matching the quasiparticle gap from one itera-
tion to construct �−1 and the Green’s function for the next
iteration, until convergence of the quasiparticle gap was
reached. The eigenstates were assumed not to change. The
accuracy of this procedure is beyond G0W0 in which no
update is done at all and below self-consistent GW in which
both the eigenvalues and eigenstates are updated. Finally, let
us note that we checked that, in spite of the technical differ-
ences between the two calculation schemes �e.g., basis sets
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FIG. 3. Indirect Eg
i and direct Eg

d band gaps for the Ti all-
electron calculations within different functionals for �a� BaTiO3 and
�b� PbTiO3. Eg

i are shown in dashed oblique lines and Eg
d in con-

tinuous lines. The experimental Eg
i values are also shown �Refs. 65

and 66�. The pseudo-SIC and GW values for BaTiO3 are also
included.
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and pseudopotentials�, ABINIT and CRYSTAL give essentially
the same result for the electronic band structure of BaTiO3 at
the LDA level. It is thus meaningful to compare the density-
functional results obtained with CRYSTAL with the GW AB-

INIT results.

IV. COMPARISON OF AVAILABLE FUNCTIONALS

BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 are two prototypical FE perovskites.
They both adopt at sufficiently high temperature a paraelec-

tric Pm3̄m cubic structure, as shown in Fig. 2. When the
temperature is lowered, they both undergo a structural phase
transition �Tc=393 and 766 K for BaTiO3 and PbTiO3, re-
spectively� and exhibit a FE P4mm tetragonal phase at room
temperature. While PbTiO3 remains tetragonal down to 0 K,
BaTiO3 undergoes two additional structural phase transitions
when the temperature is lowered to orthorhombic and rhom-
bohedral phases, respectively. The present study focuses on
the cubic and tetragonal phases of these two representative
compounds.62 In this section, we compare the ability of the
available DFT �LDA, GGA-PBE, and GGA-WC� and hybrid
�B3LYP and B1� exchange-correlation functionals to predict
correctly their electronic, structural, and FE properties.

A. Electronic band structure

First, we compare the results obtained with the available
functionals for the electronic band structure. In Fig. 3, we
report the indirect �Eg

i � and direct �Eg
d� band gaps for the

cubic phases of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3, as obtained for Ti all-
electron calculations.63 The values were calculated at the
corresponding theoretical lattice constants. For BaTiO3
�PbTiO3� Eg

i occurs along �R−�� ��X−��� direction of the
cubic Brillouin zone �Fig. 2�b��. For BaTiO3, the results ob-
tained with a recently proposed self-interaction-correction
scheme �pseudo-SIC�64 and including GW corrections are
also shown. The experimental Eg

i values for BaTiO3 �Ref.
65� and PbTiO3 �Ref. 66� are finally mentioned for compari-
son.

On the one hand, it is shown that both LDA and GGA
�PBE and WC� strongly underestimate the band gaps giving
rather similar values of Eg

i and Eg
d �Fig. 3�. On the other

hand, HF strongly overestimates these values. Only B3LYP

and B1 hybrid functionals give improved Eg
i and Eg

d values as
previously reported in Ref. 43.

It is interesting to discuss not only Eg values but also the
whole dispersion of the electronic band structure obtained
within the different functionals. In Fig. 4, we report the elec-
tronic band structure of cubic BaTiO3 calculated within
LDA, B3LYP, and including GW corrections. B1-WC results
are also shown although they are only discussed in Sec. V B.
The 0 eV energy level corresponds to the top of the valence
band �VB�.

The group of valence bands in the energy range between
−5 and 0 eV has a dominant O 2p orbital character, whereas
the VB levels localized around −11 eV are composed mainly
of Ba 5p orbitals �see the labels in Fig. 4�d��. The first five
conduction bands �CB’s� correspond essentially to the Ti 3d
states and these split in two groups of t2g and eg symmetries,
respectively. The experimental results of the photoelectron
spectroscopy of BaTiO3 give a VB spread of 
5.5�0.2 eV,
Ba 5p orbitals localized around −12�0.2 eV, and an Eg
value of 
3.3�0.2 eV.71 The GW results are in good agree-
ment with these data, taking into account the experimental
uncertainties.

The GW correction to the LDA band structure does not
simply correspond to a rigid upward shift of the Ti 3d con-
duction bands. Table I shows the individual shifts of the bot-
tom of CB ��ECB=ECB

GW−ECB
LDA� and the top of VB ��EVB

=EVB
GW−EVB

LDA� at various high symmetry points of the cubic
Brillouin zone. It highlights that the increase of the band gap
is due both to an upward shift of the bottom of CB and a
downward shift of the top of VB. The Ba 5p VB states are
also differently affected by the GW correction and, as a re-
sult, their energy reduces with respect to that of the O 2p
states.

Figure 4�b� shows the B3LYP band structure, which is in
much better agreement with the GW band structure than the

TABLE I. GW corrections to the LDA eigenvalues for the bot-
tom of conduction band ��ECB� and the top of valence band ��EVB�
at different high symmetry points in the cubic Brillouin zone.

� X M R

�ECB �eV� 1.01 1.05 1.03 1.08

�EVB �eV� −0.54 −0.59 −0.55 −0.54

FIG. 4. Electronic band structure of cubic BaTiO3 at theoretical lattice constants within �a� LDA, �b� B3LYP, �c� B1-WC, and �d� GW
approximations. The LDA, B3LYP, and B1-WC band structures are given for Ti all-electron calculations.
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LDA result. In particular, B3LYP and GW render a very simi-
lar dispersion of the O 2p top VB states. A few noticeable
differences between the B3LYP and GW band structures ex-
ist such as �i� a near degeneracy at the X point in the CB of
B3LYP which is lifted up in the case of GW, and �ii� the
position of the Ba 5p VB states which are higher in energy.

B. Structural properties

Next, we investigated the structural properties using the
different functionals. We performed full optimizations of the
cubic and tetragonal phases. The results of these optimiza-
tions are shown in Table II.

In the cubic phase, the lattice constants are in good agree-
ment with those of Ref. 43. Theoretical results from other
authors are also shown for comparison. For BaTiO3, both the
LDA and GGA-WC slightly underestimate the experimental
lattice constant �4.00 Å�, whereas the GGA-PBE, B3LYP,
B1, and HF slightly overestimate it. For PbTiO3, the value of

the cubic lattice constant at the FE phase transition �766 K�
is 3.969 Å. If this value is extrapolated to 0 K, it reduces to
3.93 Å.72 Taking this extrapolated value as the reference,
then again the LDA and GGA-WC slightly underestimate the
lattice constant, whereas the GGA-PBE, B3LYP, B1, and HF
slightly overestimate it. The values of the lattice constants
obtained from Ti all-electron calculations are very close to
those obtained using Ti pseudopotentials, the largest differ-
ence �0.006 Å� corresponding to the HF case. In summary,
these optimizations of the cubic phases show that LDA pro-
duces the largest deviation �
1% � compared to the experi-
ment for both BaTiO3 and PbTiO3, while the GGA-WC, B1,
and HF schemes give all very good values for the lattice
constants.

As for tetragonal phase, all the functionals considered
here give similar atomic distortions when the atomic posi-
tions are relaxed at fixed experimental lattice constants. �Wu
et al.8 had already observed that this is the case for the LDA
and GGA functionals.� The atomic distortions for all the

TABLE II. Fully relaxed cubic and tetragonal lattice constants a �Å�, tetragonality c /a, unit cell volume 	0 �Å3�, and atomic displace-
ments dz within different functionals for BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. dz relative to Ba �Pb� are given in fractions of c lattice constants. The results
of the calculations including the Ti pseudopotential are shown in parentheses.

BaTiO3 PbTiO3

LDA GGA HYBRYDS HF Expt. LDA GGA HYBRYDS HF Expt.

PBE WC B3LYP B1 PBE WC B3LYP B1

Cubic phase

a 3.958 4.035 3.990 4.036 4.008 4.016 4.00 3.894 3.958 3.923 3.958 3.932 3.933 3.93f

�3.958� �4.036� �3.990� �4.036� �4.008� �4.011� �3.896� �3.956� �3.921� �3.955� �3.929� �3.927�
3.96a 4.03a 4.04a 4.01a 3.93a 3.96a 3.933b 3.96a 3.94a

3.951c 4.023c 3.894c 3.971c

3.937d 4.027d 3.890e

3.946e

Tetragonal phase

a 3.954 4.013 3.982 3.996 3.987 3.996 3.986f 3.872 3.834 3.870 3.819 3.812 3.798 3.88g

�3.951� �4.009� �3.978� �3.988� �3.982� �3.977� �3.862� �3.828� �3.840� �3.817� �3.805� �3.786�
c /a 1.006 1.035 1.012 1.066 1.036 1.037 1.010f 1.041 1.221 1.086 1.277 1.224 1.277 1.071g

�1.011� �1.043� �1.018� �1.080� �1.045� �1.064� �1.054� �1.236� �1.131� �1.287� �1.238� �1.293�
	0 62.2 66.9 63.9 68.0 65.7 66.2 64.0f 60.4 68.8 62.9 71.1 67.8 70.0 62.6g

�62.3� �67.2� �64.1� �68.5� �66.0� �67.0� �60.7� �69.3� �64.1� �71.5� �68.2� �70.2�
dzTi 0.011 0.018 0.013 0.019 0.019 0.018 0.015f 0.037 0.062 0.044 0.076 0.063 0.076 0.040h

�0.013� �0.019� �0.016� �0.019� �0.020� �0.021� �0.037� �0.064� �0.047� �0.079� �0.065� �0.079�
dzO�

−0.014 −0.039 −0.022 −0.057 −0.040 −0.040 −0.023f 0.090 0.189 0.121 0.223 0.192 0.225 0.112h

�−0.018� �−0.043� �−0.025� �−0.065� �−0.045� �−0.056� �0.098� �0.195� �0.141� �0.229� �0.199� �0.233�
dzO�

−0.009 −0.022 −0.013 −0.031 −0.022 −0.018 −0.014f 0.106 0.178 0.133 0.198 0.181 0.199 0.112h

�−0.012� �−0.025� �−0.016� �−0.036� �−0.024� �−0.027� �0.114� �0.184� �0.148� �0.203� �0.186� �0.204�
aOptimized cubic lattice constants from Ref. 43.
bOptimized cubic lattice constants from Ref. 9.
cOptimized cubic lattice constants from Ref. 8.
dOptimized cubic lattice constants from Ref. 70.
eOptimized cubic lattice constants from Ref. 69.
fRoom temperature data from Ref. 67.
gCubic and tetragonal lattice constants of PbTiO3 extrapolated to 0 K from Ref. 72.
hRoom temperature data from Ref. 68.
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functionals are comparable with the experiment for BaTiO3
and slightly overestimated for PbTiO3.

The situation is different when cell parameters and atomic
positions are relaxed together. The results are reported in
Table II. On the one hand, the LDA underestimates the vol-
umes and atomic displacements as compared to experiment
but gives good values for the tetragonality c /a. On the other
hand, the GGA-PBE, B3LYP, B1, and HF schemes overesti-
mate the volumes and atomic displacements, leading to very
large c /a ratios for both BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. Such a su-
pertetragonality had already been reported for the GGA-PBE
functional in the case of PbTiO3.8 For BaTiO3 �PbTiO3�, the
largest overestimate in the tetragonality, 
6% �
19% �, is
given by the B3LYP �B3LYP and HF�. The values of the
tetragonality given by all functionals within the Ti all-
electron calculations are only slightly reduced as compared
to those obtained from Ti pseudopotential calculations, with
the exception of the GGA-WC results for PbTiO3. In that
case, the tetragonality is strongly reduced from 1.131 to
1.086, a result that comes close to the experimental value of
1.071 extrapolated at 0 K.72 Such a special sensitivity of the
GGA-WC functional to the use of HF pseudopotentials de-
serves further analysis. In summary from Table II, only the
GGA-WC functional �and, to a lesser extent, the LDA� suc-
ceed in correctly predicting the right tetragonal structures of
BaTiO3 and PbTiO3.

C. Ferroelectric properties

Finally, we also investigated how the different available
functionals reproduce typical FE properties such as the Born

effective charges, the spontaneous polarization, and the FE
double-well energy.

First, we calculated the Born effective charges Z* of the
optimized cubic phases. The Born effective charges were ob-
tained computing the electronic polarization for small indi-
vidual atomic displacements along the z axis with O� and O�

atoms located in the z=0 and z=0.5 planes, respectively �see
Fig. 2�a��. Z* values obtained using different functionals are
shown in Table III. LDA, GGA-PBE, GGA-WC, B3LYP,
and B1 render very similar results for the effective charges,
whereas Z

Ti
* and Z

O�

* obtained using the HF scheme are much

smaller than those given by the other functionals. At the
LDA level, the Z* values are comparable with those of the
previous pseudopotential calculations.73 For the different
functionals which we have considered, Z

Ti
* and Z

O�

* have a

roughly linear dependence with the band gaps Eg, decreasing
with Eg values. In comparison to these results, we note that
the pseudo-SIC method reported in Ref. 64 which provides a
gap comparable to the experiment yields surprisingly small
values close to HF. For the calculations including Ti pseudo-
potentials, Z

Ba/Pb
* and Z

O�

* do not change significantly. There

is only a small increase in the values of Z
Ti
* and Z

O�

* , suggest-

ing that the HF Ti pseudopotential will lead to an overesti-
mation of the polarization of the FE phases.

Then, the spontaneous polarization Ps was also calculated
using the Berry phase approach74,75 for the fully optimized
tetragonal phases corresponding to each functional �see Table
III�. Because GGA-PBE, B3LYP, B1, and HF yield an erro-
neous supertetragonal structure, they overestimate the ex-
perimental values of Ps, which are 27 C /m2 for BaTiO3

TABLE III. Born effective charges Z* calculated at theoretical cubic lattice constants, macroscopic polarization P of the fully relaxed
tetragonal phases, and the total energy difference �Et between the optimized cubic and tetragonal phases of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. The results
including Ti pseudopotentials are shown in parentheses.

BaTiO3 PbTiO3

LDA GGA HYBRYDS HF Expt. LDA GGA HYBRYDS HF Expt.

PBE WC B3LYP B1 PBE WC B3LYP B1

Cubic phase

Z
Ba�Pb�
* ��e�� 2.76 2.73 2.76 2.68 2.72 2.64 3.84 3.87 3.85 3.78 3.83 3.67

�2.74� �2.71� �2.73� �2.67� �2.70� �2.64� �3.80� �3.85� �3.83� �3.77� �3.81� �3.31�
Z

Ti
* ��e�� 7.11 7.17 7.10 6.93 6.94 5.74 6.96 7.02 6.70 6.81 6.79 5.82

�7.29� �7.38� �7.31� �7.15� �7.17� �5.98� �7.15� �7.32� �7.17� �7.01� �7.02� �6.06�
Z

O�

* ��e�� −5.65 −5.73 −5.66 −5.35 −5.55 −4.41 −5.77 −5.83 −5.81 −5.58 −5.60 −4.43

�−5.79� �−5.91� �−5.82� �−5.72� �−5.75� �−4.63� �−5.91� �−6.02� �−5.95� �−5.77� �−5.81� �−4.64�
Z

O�

* ��e�� −2.12 −2.08 −2.10 −2.04 −2.05 −1.99 −2.51 −2.53 −2.52 −2.50 −2.51 −2.53

�−2.12� �−2.10� �−2.11� �−2.05� �−2.06� �−1.99� �−2.52� �−2.53� �−2.53� �−2.50� �−2.51� �−2.47�

Tetragonal phase

P �C /m2� 0.20 0.39 0.26 0.48 0.39 0.33 0.27a 0.78 1.29 0.98 1.40 1.31 1.39 0.5–1b

�0.24� �0.43� �0.31� �0.53� �0.44� �0.45� �0.85� �1.32� �1.11� �1.43� �1.35� �1.43�
�Et�meV� 11.6 40.4 14.3 82.1 48.2 20.9 32.6 248.4 99.7 473.7 284.6 454.4

�4.7� �49.3� �14.5� �99.6� �59.0� �86.2� �67.7� �292.4� �115.5� �525.6� �331.4� �587.7�
aExperimental data from Ref. 76.
bExperimental data from Ref. 77.
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�Ref. 76� and 0.5–1.0 C /m2 for PbTiO3.77 The LDA is found
to underestimate the experimental value of Ps in the case of
BaTiO3 and to produce a more accurate result for PbTiO3.
The GGA-WC, on the other hand, renders Ps values that are
in acceptable agreement with experiment for both BaTiO3
and PbTiO3. The Ps values obtained with Ti pseudopotentials
are typically larger than those obtained including all Ti elec-
trons, which is consistent with the overestimations of the
tetragonality and Born effective charges. The largest increase
for BaTiO3 corresponds to the HF results �
120 mC /m2�,
whereas for PbTiO3, the largest increase is given by the
GGA-WC �
130 mC /m2�.

It is interesting to consider the energy difference �Et be-
tween the paraelectric cubic and FE tetragonal phases, as
such a quantity strongly correlates with �and can be expected
to be roughly proportional to� the FE transition temperature.
The cubic-tetragonal phase transition occurs at 393 K
�766 K� for BaTiO3 �PbTiO3�, which corresponds to an en-
ergy of 34 meV �66 meV�. Hence, for BaTiO3, the GGA-
PBE, B3LYP, and B1 render �Et’s that are larger than our
reference value, while the LDA, GGA-WC, and HF schemes
give smaller values. For PbTiO3, the �Et values obtained
using the GGA-PBE, B3LYP, B1, and HF schemes are sig-
nificantly larger than what one would expect. These results
seem to be consistent with the LDA-based first-principles
effective-Hamiltonian studies in the literature,78,79 which pre-
dict transition temperatures that are usually lower than the
experimental ones �by as much as 100 K in the case of
BaTiO3 and PbTiO3�. Our results indicate that the situation
might be improved by using functionals that perform better
than the LDA in what regards the description of the energet-
ics of the system.

D. Summary

The results discussed so far clearly suggest that only the
hybrid functionals can provide an accurate description of the
electronic structure of FE materials, as the LDA and GGA
typically underestimate the band gap by about a factor of two

and HF calculations usually render large overestimations. At
the same time, and unfortunately, these hybrid functionals
yield erroneous predictions for the atomic structure of the FE
phases, as best exemplified by the supertetragonality prob-
lem that also pertains to the GGA-PBE scheme. In fact, we
find that only the GGA-WC, and the LDA to a lesser extent,
provide an accurate description of the structural properties of
BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. As a result, we find that none of the
available functionals is able to describe with acceptable ac-
curacy both the electronic and structural properties of these
systems.

V. B1-WC HYBRID FUNCTIONAL

A. Origin of B3LYP and B1 failures

In order to understand the origin of supertetragonality
given by the B3LYP functional, we have performed for
BaTiO3 calculations using different values of the three
Becke’s mixing parameters �see Eq. �6��. The results are
summarized in Table IV.

First, we note that the percentage of exact exchange �A
parameter� strongly affects the results of the band gaps and
c /a ratios, being responsible for the overestimate of the tet-
ragonality obtained within HF. Yet, if we fix A at the value
yielding accurate band gaps �A	0.2�, it becomes clear that
the main cause for the B3LYP supertetragonality is Becke’s
GGA exchange contribution �B parameter�, which also leads
to a relatively large value for the unit cell volume. Indeed,
for B parameter values in the interval between 0.0 and 0.9,
and no correlation contribution �C=0�, the tetragonality �unit
cell volume� increases by 
12% �
15% �. It is also worth
noting that the value of B does not affect the calculated band
gap significantly. Finally, the GGA correlation �C parameter�
has a small influence on the band gap, tetragonality, and unit
cell volume. For C parameter values between 0.0 and 0.81,
and no exchange contribution �B=0�, the tetragonality �unit
cell volume� decreases only by 
1% �
2% �.

This analysis clearly demonstrates that the failures of the
B3LYP and B1 functionals, which are the supertetragonality

TABLE IV. Fully relaxed lattice constants, tetragonality c /a, unit cell volume 	0, and indirect band gap
Eg

i �R−�� of tetragonal BaTiO3 for different values of Becke’s mixing parameters. LDA, B1, and B1-WC
�with the exact exchange A=0.16 and A=0.25� and experimental values are also included.

A B C a �Å� c /a 	0 �Å3� Eg
i �eV�

LDA 0 0 0 3.954 1.006 62.2 2.10

0.2 0 0 3.948 1.015 62.4 3.77

0.2 0.9 0 3.976 1.138 71.5 3.85

0.2 0 0.81 3.934 1.005 61.2 3.73

B3LYP 0.2 0.9 0.81 3.996 1.066 68.0 3.80

B1 0.16 1 1 3.987 1.036 65.7 3.45

B1 0.25 1 1 3.977 1.032 64.9 4.26

B1-WC 0.16 1 1 3.962 1.015 63.2 3.44

B1-WC 0.25 1 1 3.954 1.015 62.7 4.24

Expt. 3.986a 1.01a 64.0a 3.4b

aReference 67.
bReference 65.
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and the severe overestimation of the unit cell volume, are
essentially caused by Becke’s GGA exchange part, and that
the tuning of the GGA correlation part cannot compensate
for such inaccuracies.

B. B1-WC hybrid functional

The above discussion suggests that the supertetragonality
problem associated with B3LYP and B1 might be overcome
by improving for the GGA exchange part. Since, as high-
lighted above, GGA-WC describes the structural properties
of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 quite accurately, we have built a so-
called B1-WC hybrid functional by mixing exact exchange
with GGA-WC following the recent B1 Becke’s mixing
scheme. This scheme only includes the mixing parameter A
�see Eq. �6��, with values ranging from 0.16 to 0.28 depend-
ing of the choice of the GGA.21,22 Since A monitor the frac-
tion of exact exchange, the amplitude of the gap is directly
linked to its value and constitutes good indicator for fixing
its value. We have performed calculations with A=0.16 and
A=0.25 for tetragonal phases of BaTiO3 �see Table IV�.
From Table IV, it is clear that going above A=0.16 percent-
age produces unrealistically large band gaps for BaTiO3.
Moreover, B1-WC with A=0.16 also gives the best structural
properties. For comparison the calculations within B1 func-
tional are also included in Table IV.

In order to demonstrate the universality of this choice for
the class of ABO3 ferroelectrics, we have performed full re-
laxation calculations of the cubic phases for different com-

pounds. These results are shown in Table V. In all the com-
pounds considered Eg

i �Eg
d� occurs along R−� ��−��

direction of the cubic Brillouin zone except for PbTiO3 and
PbZrO3. For PbZrO3, Eg

i �Eg
d� is along R−X �X−X�, whereas

for PbTiO3, Eg
i �Eg

d� is along X−� ��−��. The agreement
with experiment for the band gaps and lattice constant is
very good for all the considered compounds except PbTiO3
and PbZrO3. For PbTiO3 and PbZrO3, we have also per-
formed calculations using Durand pseudopotential for Pb.80

Changing the Pb pseudopotential does not significantly affect
the values of the band gaps. In the case of PbTiO3, Eg

i in-
creases by 0.2 eV, whereas for PbZrO3, Eg

i decreases by
0.06 eV. Trying to understand the origin of this discrepancy,
it is worth noticing that the band gaps of PbTiO3 and PbZrO3
were not directly measured but extrapolated to 0 K.93 The
reported values strongly depend of the method and the
choice of parameters used to extrapolate the high tempera-
ture data.93

Since B1-WC with the exact exchange parameter A
=0.16 gives good structural and electronic properties for the
cubic phases of the considered compounds, further, we have
calculated the other structural and electronic properties of the
cubic and tetragonal phases of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 �see
Table VI�. The B1-WC electronic band structure of BaTiO3
obtained from the Ti all-electron calculation is shown in Fig.
4�c�. The result is similar to that of the GW calculation �Fig.
4�d��, except the position of the Ba 5p states which are
higher in energy by 
1.5 eV. We notice that even the degen-
eracy of the CB at the X point, which erroneously appeared

TABLE V. Fully optimized lattice constants and indirect Eg
i and direct Eg

d band gaps of different cubic
phases within B1-WC hybrid functional. The experimental values are also shown for comparison. The results
with Ti pseudopotentials are shown in brackets for BaTiO3 and PbTiO3.

a �Å� Eg
i �eV� Eg

d �eV�

B1-WC Expt. B1-WC Expt. B1-WC Expt.

BaTiO3 3.971 4.00 3.39 3.20a 3.45

�3.97� �3.16� �3.21�
PbTiO3 3.901 3.93b 2.68 3.39c 4.23

�3.90� �2.43� 3.40d �3.98�
SrTiO3 3.880 3.890e 3.57 3.25f 3.91 3.75f

CaTiO3 3.834 3.836g 3.59 3.57h 4.04

BaZrO3 4.195 4.192i 5.24 5.33j 5.41

PbZrO3 4.148 4.130k 3.65 3.40 3.83c

SrZrO3 4.138 4.109l 5.51 5.60m 5.77

CaZrO3 4.111 5.35 5.65

KTaO3 3.971 3.988n 3.41 3.57o 4.07 4.40o

3.64p 4.35p

aReference 65.
bReference 72.
cReference 93.
dReference 66.
eExtrapolated to 0 K �Ref. 81�.
fReference 82.
gAt 600 K �Ref. 83�.
hReference 84.

iReference 85.
jReference 86.
kExtrapolated to 0 K �Ref. 87�.
lReference 88.
mReference 89.
nRoom temperature value �Ref. 90�.
oReference 91.
pReference 92.
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in the B3LYP calculation, is properly lifted up. This degen-
eracy is lifted up at the level of B1 functional, which gives
very similar band structure results with those of B1-WC. For
the Ti all-electron calculations, we obtain structural proper-
ties in very good agreement with experiment for the cubic

and tetragonal phases of both BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. As com-
pared with the GGA-WC results, B1-WC renders cubic lat-
tice constants that are smaller by 0.5% for both BaTiO3 and
PbTiO3. For the tetragonal phase, the unit cell volume is
smaller by 
1.1% �
0.8% �, while the tetragonality in-
creases by 
0.3% �
1% � for BaTiO3 �PbTiO3�.

Concerning the FE properties, we obtain very good Ps
values for both BaTiO3 and PbTiO3, the B1-WC Born effec-
tive charges being comparable to those obtained with the
other functionals �except HF�. The energy differences �Et
between the cubic and tetragonal phases are significantly
larger than those obtained from LDA calculations. According
to the discussion above, in the case of BaTiO3 such an in-
crease probably implies that a B1-WC-based thermodynamic
calculation will render transition temperatures in signifi-
cantly better agreement with experiment than those obtained
from the LDA. In the case of PbTiO3, however, the increase
in �Et seems rather large and will probably overcorrect the
transition temperatures.

As a final check, we also investigated to which extent the
new B1-WC hybrid functional performs in predicting the
vibrational spectra. We have calculated the phonon frequen-
cies at the zone center �� point� for cubic phases and com-
pared these values with the corresponding values within
LDA and GGA-WC. Phonon frequency calculations in the
literature are performed at the optimized or experimental lat-
tice constants; thus, for a better comparison, here we report
both types of calculations.

In the cubic perovskite structure at the � point, there are
12 optical modes: three triply degenerated modes of F1u
symmetry and one triply degenerated silent mode of F2u
symmetry. Transverse frequencies of these different modes
are reported in Table VII, together with experimental values
in the case of BaTiO3.94

At the optimized lattice constant, for BaTiO3, the best
agreement with the experimental data is achieved with the
B1-WC hybrid functional. It is for the F1u�TO1� ferroelectric
soft mode that the dispersion of the results is the largest,
which is consistent with the well known fact that the FE
soft-mode frequency is strongly dependent on the unit cell
volume. Consequently, the dispersion in the computed soft-
mode frequencies reduces significantly when the calculations
are made at the experimental lattice constant. For PbTiO3,
although we cannot compare with experimental data, we ob-
serve that B1-WC provides results comparable to the other
functionals, all of them being in rather close agreement. We
finally notice that the soft-mode �and to a lower extent the
F1u�TO2� mode of PbTiO3� is strongly affected by the use or
not of the Ti HF pseudopotential. This further highlights the
very delicate nature of the ferroelectric instability and the
necessity to be very careful in order to reproduce it properly.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our electronic structure calculations of pro-
totypical FE crystals BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 using the most
popular exchange-correlation functionals show that it is dif-
ficult to obtain simultaneously good accuracy for structural
and electronic properties. On the one hand, all the usual DFT

TABLE VI. Born effective charges Z* of cubic phases, fully
optimized tetragonal lattice constants, indirect Eg

i and direct Eg
d

band gaps of tetragonal phases, atomic displacements dz in frac-
tions of c lattice constant, macroscopic polarization P, and energy
difference �Et between cubic and tetragonal phases for BaTiO3 and
PbTiO3 within B1-WC hybrid functional. The results with Ti
pseudopotentials are shown in parentheses. The experimental values
are also given.

BaTiO3 PbTiO3

B1-WC Expt. B1-WC Expt.

Cubic phase

Z
Ba�Pb�
* ��e�� 2.74 3.83

�2.72� �3.89�
Z

Ti
* ��e�� 7.08 6.81

�7.11� �6.89�
Z

O�

* ��e�� −5.57 −5.62

�−5.68� �−5.76�
Z

O�

* ��e�� −2.12 −2.51

�−2.08� −2.51

Tetragonal phase

a �Å� 3.962 3.986a 3.846 3.88b

�3.957� �3.810�
c /a 1.015 1.010a 1.097 1.071b

�1.022� �1.154�
	0 �Å3� 63.2 64.0a 62.4 62.6b

�63.3� �63.9�
Eg

i �eV� 3.44 3.40c 2.83 3.60d

�3.22� �2.66�
Eg

d �eV� 3.73 4.94

�3.57� �4.76�
dzTi 0.015 0.015a 0.046 0.040e

�0.017� �0.050�
dzO�

−0.024 −0.023a 0.129 0.112e

�−0.029� �0.154�
dzO�

−0.014 −0.014a 0.140 0.112e

�−0.017� �0.158�
P �C /m2� 0.28 0.27f 1.03 0.5–1.0g

�0.33� �1.19�
�Et �meV� 24.0 110.6

�24.7� �162.0�
aReference 67.
bReference 72.
cReference 65.
dReference 93.
eReference 68.
fReference 76.
gReference 77.
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functionals �LDA, GGA-PBE, and GGA-WC� reproduce the
structural properties with various degrees of success, the re-
cently introduced GGA-WC being by far the most accurate,
but severely underestimate the band gaps. On the other hand,
the B3LYP and B1 hybrid functionals correct the band-gap
problem, but overestimate the volumes and atomic distor-
tions giving a supertetragonality comparable to that rendered
by the GGA-PBE for the tetragonal phases.

We found that the supertetragonality inherent to B3LYP
and B1 calculations is mostly associated with the GGA ex-
change part and, to a lesser extent, to the exact-exchange
contribution. To bypass this problem, we have proposed a
different B1 hybrid functional obtained by combining the
GGA-WC functional with a small percentage of exact ex-
change �A=0.16�. With this B1-WC, we have obtained very
good structural, electronic, and ferroelectric properties as
compared to experimental data for BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. Very
good agreement with experiment is obtained for the lattice
constants and the band gaps for cubic phases of other perov-

skite compounds, except the band gaps of PbTiO3 and
PbZrO3. This different B1-WC functional thus opens the
door to a better description of the optical properties of ferro-
electrics and of metal/FE interfaces for which the tetragonal
distortion of the crystalline cell, the atomic displacements,
the electronic structure, and, in particular, the band gap have
to be accurately described simultaneously.
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TABLE VII. Phonon frequencies �cm−1� at the � point for cubic phases of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 calculated
at optimized and experimental lattice constants. The results with Ti pseudopotentials are shown in parenthe-
ses. The experimental values for BaTiO3 are also included.

BaTiO3 PbTiO3

LDA WC B1-WC Expt. LDA WC B1-WC

a=aopt

F1u�TO1� 75i 128i 145i Soft 127i 132i 146i

�157i� �192i� �213i� �148i� �163i� �196i�
F1u�TO2� 193 186 195 182a 145 141 138

�193� �186� �195� �128� �115� �120�
F1u�TO3� 480 469 482 482a 515 510 513

�474� �463� �476� �509� �495� �506�
F2u 286 282 299 306b 219 211 231

�283� �280� �298� �214� �208� �229�

a=aexpt

F1u�TO1� 187i 155i 208i Soft 139i 135i 155i

�218i� �204i� �255i� �170i� �168i� �192i�
F1u�TO2� 181 183 186 182a 132 137 127

�180� �183� �185� �107� �109� �96�
F1u�TO3� 456 462 468 482a 491 503 497

�453� �458� �463� �479� �487� �481�
F2u 281 281 295 306b 216 210 229

�278� �279� �294� �213� �208� �228�
aExperimental data from Ref. 94.
bThis value was measured in tetragonal phase.
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